FOR SUPERVISORS: How to use Intrain – the College's Electronic Records and Forms System
Once you get your College login and starter password, all you really need is to read this handout and also go into the
Intrain system and explore it directly.
There are also videos about Intrain and a Webinar (although they won't be 100% accurate any more as there have
been several tweaks to the system since they were made in late 2018). To locate the videos & Webinar, on the college
website www.ranzcp.org go into the Learnit system and either look at the base of the Learnit front page, about 2nd
from the end, or search that site on "Intrain". If you watched it before it'll say "review", if not it'll say "open" – click on
that. This gets you to options where you can choose the videos for supervisors, and within that, an initial brief
overview vid is loaded, as well as the ~50 minute Webinar. Unfortunately in the first 5 minutes of the Webinar, the
screenshots of Intrain shown are fairly unfocussed and not easily readable. But it gets better after the intro with
clearer screens as they demo various bits of Intrain in more detail. The brief video is however sharp and easy to see,
demonstrating the main interface you'll use, so best to start with them.
This handout uses screenshots from the main parts of the Webinar, with extra explanations by me.
– Felicity Plunkett, DoT, Auckland.

The Main Screen for a Supervisor

Click here for the
"Help" sidebar with
FAQs, walk-throughs
of common forms &
processes, etc.

Your details as a supervisor – you can upload a pic
The
Queue:
Your 'to
do' list
Your trainees,
current &
immed. past

all the
EPAs
Other
college
docs

ignore this bit
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This symbol is the
"refresh" button
for your queue. If
you get the trainee
to quickly start a
form off and send
it to you in a
session together,
you'll need to click
here to make the
WBA or ITA appear
in your queue so as
to discuss the
grading together.

The Help
Sidebar:
how-tos & FAQs etc.
This pops out when
you hit the blue Help
button. Click on a +
sign to expand a
section. If the
answer's not there,
it tells you the email
address for trickier
questions.

Now this supervisor's decided to fill in a WBA
form – an OCA

To start it, they've clicked
on this task - it's highlighted
with a blue rim
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Trainee will have put into the system which EPA this WBA is
contributing to. But it's an OCA, so it might not be part of any EPA.
You get to check that the trainee got it right as to which EPA the WBA is
supporting. You can override what they put here, if you need to.

Trainee will have filled in the date or
dates. If OCA was all done in 1 session,
they may be able to fill in just the 1st date,
or they may put the same date and split
the time between both date fields.

Description – trainee does this. It should be
brief and memorable – point is to make the
case easy to recall so when you and/or trainee
look at the WBA months later you can recall
which case it was. e.g. 'manic woman age 55,
orange hair and purple hat.'
'Feedback' is the strengths and weaknesses
narrative fields, also the brief action plan for
weaker areas.
'Assessment criteria' is the Likert grading scale.
'Acknowledgement' is your signature – you're
logged in as you, so you just click to sign it.
Audit History and Supporting documentation
you don't need to bother with.
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So now this supervisor's entrusting an EPA, for trainee "Dr Branch".
You need to put in the date that you're OK-ing this EPA – "date of
assessment".
There should already be min. 3 WBAs in inTrain that were done for
this EPA. Here, a CbD, an OCA and a mini-CEX have come up. You
can read the details of each by clicking "view" on the right. You
might want to if a colleague had done one of the WBAs.
If you're happy the WBAs were completed and are the right ones
for this EPA, click the left-hand box by each.

If you hit "view" to check any of the WBA
details, this is what you'd see. Likert grades first,
then the narrative feedback and action plan.
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You've ticked off these 3 WBAs as having
been done for this EPA.

Tick these off if appropriate – it's also a reminder
to get broader feedback from the team/other
colleagues, even maybe patients & families,
before signing off an EPA.

And this is your actual sign-off regarding entrusting the EPA, or not.
You can part-do it then hit this save
button to finish it later

Once you've done it hit the green
"submit" button

Remember this supervisor isn't the principal one – they've
helped out, maybe across a period of leave or similar, and
have done some WBAs and entrusted an EPA.
The text's a bit hard to read. It says:
Your acknowledgement (= sign-off) has been recorded and
the trainee and principle supervisor
(if different to yourself) has been notified.
Hopefully the mis-spelling of principal will be fixed at some
point!
Unfortunately, I think this pop-up may appear every time
even if you are the Principal supervisor. If so, just dismiss it
and move on.
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The trainee has asked you to entrust this
EPA, but they've sent it to you really early
in the rotn as there are no WBAs in the
system yet for it– there have to be at least
3 to entrust it, plus all your observation of
their competencies across the rotn.
If you were to complete this now, you'd
have to mark it as a "not entrusted" EPA,
as this supervisor's done. But check with
the trainee, as they might just have loaded
it up too soon – in which case leave it in
your queue until it's ready to be signed off
near the end of the rotn.
BUT! the trainee sending through their
EPAs early in the rotn can be a feature not
a bug. You can use it to check how many
WBAs are building up for the EPA, to
check progress towards completion. But
remember: it’s NOT just about collecting 3
WBAs, and EPAs should usually only be
entrusted at the END of a rotn after 6
months of working with the trainee.

Now for a Principal Supervisor:

Very similar interface
with the usual things
– the queue or 'to
do' list on left, and
clicking on a task
brings the task
details up on right.
Supervisor's own
details are at top –
keep an eye on when
your accreditation
will expire and
arrange an update
workshop via your
Director of Training
before it does.
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Here it says if they're current or past

Probably only one trainee visible when you
start using inTrain. Usually you'll see 2
trainees if you click on 'Trainees' at left –
current trainee and most recent past trainee.
You'll only see 3 or 4 trainees if you have jobsharers or if you're the principal supervisor
for 2 rotns.

Rotn Plan Assessmts Progressn Posts

Clicking on one of the trainees listed at left gets you more
options to see data about them – comes up on the right of the
screen. The leftmost button is "Rotation Plan". This lists the
EPAs they plan to complete this rotn – well, it will if they've
filled it in – you may need to chivvy them but ideally, do it
together in supervision, early in the rotn. The green tick means
you already entrusted that EPA.
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This is what you see when you click on "Assessments" for a trainee.
First, a scrolling list of all their WBAs, EPAs, & ITAs.
Then their main college assessments (Exams, Case, Scholarly Project)

You can filter this long WBA EPA & ITA
list here. e.g. This is just showing ITAs.
Filtering will be more and more
essential, as Intrain continues and
trainees accrue many assessments here
– plus they collect a lot of dud forms as
well. If you copy-paste in the date range
for the current rotn, you'll reduce the list
to a manageable length of current stuff.
e.g. 09 Dec 2019 - 07 Jun 2020

Old WBAs, ITAs
etc. done preinTrain can't be
opened: they're
listed, but no
details
Newer WBAs,
ITAs etc. done
within inTrain can
be opened and
the details read
by clicking the
blue pen icon

This is what you see after clicking
the Progression button. Click on
each Stage for the list of runs done
(at the top), and EPAs done, below.
Here the Stage 2 list has been
clicked, but you could also open
the Stage 1 list.
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This is lower down on the Progression page. It shows
the trainee's deadlines. Greyed out parts are
requirements that have been completed.
Targeted Learning deadlines are points when the
trainee will have to be in TL for that assessment as it's a
bit overdue. If they hit a TL deadline that row goes gold.
Once they rotn out of TL time, they have to 'Show
Cause' – to ask the Committee for Training for more
time, or for extra attempts at an exam. If they hit a
Show Cause deadline that row goes pink.

This is from clicking the "Posts" button for a trainee.
"Rotations" means the allocated post so it shows the
current & all past Rotation dates (only the ones done from
when InTrain started, so from Dec 2018).
"Placements" below contains some of the static data
within inTrain about the particular posts. If the address
details about your post are wrong, let the DoT know.
DoTs can edit the "post" address and FTE at any time.
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Continuing the Webinar's preoccupation with there
being extra supervisors doing some of the WBAs, this is a
Principal supervisor checking a WBA (a CbD) completed
by a colleague (a clinical supervisor) for a trainee. You
can open out all the fields and read the details.

So now the Principal Supervisor's going to entrust an EPA:

As the Principal supervisor you can START
the process of entrusting an EPA. An
additional clinical supervisor can't start
this – (the trainee would have to start the
EPA process and name the additional
supervisor as the one doing this EPA –
then it'd pop up in the additional
supervisor's 'to do' queue.)
As Principal supervisor you can start off
an EPA entrustment process by opening
up that trainee's record then click here.
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As Principal supervisor, if you're starting the EPA
entrustment process, you have to enter the
CORRECT name of the EPA – make sure you click
the right one!! Some have similar names but are
in different Stages so check both the training
stage and the EPA name.
If you end up entrusting the wrong EPA you can't
delete it and would need to do a Help request to
get it erased by the college staff.
Below that, you need to enter the rotation dates
from a drop-down list. Also make sure that you
get that right!
If the trainee has started the EPA process and it's
popped up in your queue, also make sure that
these details are correct before you fill it in. If
not, get the trainee to redo it.

The usual EPA fields, as demonstrated
earlier in this handout.
You put in the date of assessment (of this
EPA sign-off) and click the blue tick-box at
the left beside each completed WBA
to say that you agree they're supporting
THIS EPA. Brief details about each WBA
will be in the central part.
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Now we're doing the Mid-Rotn and End-of-Rotn ITAs:

The Mid-Rotn ITA has popped up in your queue, as the trainee has kicked it off in Intrain. Usual fields as per the paper version.
Should be a list of the completed EPAs – but this is mid-rotn so there most likely won't be any done yet.
It tells you what sort of WBAs were done for each EPA (if any were done already), and tells you how many OCAs were done so far in the rotn.
Hitting the "save" button (now labelled "next" or "save and next") takes you to page 2 of the on-line ITA.

click on this grey bar to open up the "Scholar" ones

and these are the "Professional" ones opened up

All the usual CANMEDS competency areas are here
– click on each to open it out and put in the grades.
The form won't let you move to the next section
until you've graded all the items under each
competency area!
Then the usual "strengths & weaknesses" narrative
feedback fields, followed by the action plan.
In real life, you may well pre-do this up to the
action plan, then discuss it in supervision and do
the action plan and the rest of the ITA with the
trainee present.
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At the mid-rotn. point, if you as supervisor have significant concerns about
progress in either of the following areas then you should flag one or both
of these as a "NO":
1) trainee's general progress re the ITA competencies/Learning Outcomes
and the WBAs (e.g. if you clicked on a number of below-standard grades),
2) their knowledge-base.
When you do, a field opens out, for you to enter some details about the
concerns. That triggers the mid-rotn ITA coming up as an alert in the DoT's
Queue, and the DoT will organise a "Supportive Plan". This might be brief
and simple if the issue is minor and you and the trainee might be able to
work the plan out together. Or, if more serious/complex, there'll be a midrotn meeting with the Training Facilitator &/or DoT. Once the Plan's
written, the DoT uploads it as an attachment to the mid-rotn ITA.

Above is the last part of the Mid-Rotn ITA with your electronic sign-off. As usual you can save it or complete it by
hitting "submit" which sends the form through to the DOT for checking. It'll be on the trainee's inTrain list as well.

And here's an end-of-rotn ITA with the usual initial screen showing EPAs completed – there should be at least 2 now unless the
trainee's part-time or the rotn wasn't a full 6 months. As before, the types of WBAs for each EPA are shown.
There must be at least 1 OCA visible for full-time trainees. If either the WBAs or the OCA are not showing, close out of this and
check that the relevant EPAs and OCA are fully complete in the trainees "Assessments" list, then re-open the ITA again.
Remember, after you complete a WBA the trainee then has to check and sign it – it won't appear on an EPA before that and you
won’t be able to sign off that EPA until it does appear. If the EPAs and/or OCA are still not visible in the ITA, ask your DOT for help.
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You need to put in the rotn's start and end dates from the
drop-down list.
You CAN and SHOULD put in a different end date if needed –
e.g. if trainee ended the rotn after 4 months for parental leave
so it's a short rotn.
DON'T put a different start date in if they started slightly late.
If a slightly late start can be absorbed within the max. 6 weeks
leave allowance per rotn, we call it 'leave'.
Email your DOT to check this sort of tricky detail!!

If you're doing the ITA late, e.g. well after the end of a
rotation, make sure to select the correct rotn dates for the
previous rotation. Any other dates can post-date the rotn –
e.g. the completion date when EPAs or OCAs are finally signed
off. All that's fine as long as the start and end date period for
the actual rotation the form applies to are right on any form.

Under 'Rotation Details' the FTE months completed are entered. The DOT will check all
this and make sure it's right, but in inTrain, you as supervisor will have to do it first.
If it's really complex email your DOT so as to get it right, but in fact DOTs can edit these
details if need be, if you get it slightly wrong.
Let's take a rotation where the start and end dates were as usual but the trainee had
too much leave – say they had 8 weeks total, which is over the 6 weeks maximum
allowed. You’d click "Prolonged leave", & put brief details ("sick leave", or
"compassionate leave" etc). In the 'FTE months actually completed' box you'd put the
actual time to be credited. For the trainee who took 8 weeks leave, that would be 4.5
months in the actual rotn. But I suggest checking with your DOT to be sure.
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Then on to the usual competency grading fields, as per the Mid-rotn ITA.
Below that are the usual narrative strengths and weaknesses feedback fields.

And the last part of the End-of-Rotn ITA – the final grade and the box
to click for your sign-off. The two red coloured grading options on the
left are failing grades for the rotation, and there must always have
been a remedial process leading up to this, and/or consultation with
the DOT about any fail grade.
Once it's all done you hit "submit" to send it to the DOT to check and
sign off as well.
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Just to point out that the Help sidebar contains things
called "workflows".
These are simple flow diagrams that don't mirror the
actual process in the real world of human
interactions. They're also very brief.

This is a Workflow diagram for an ITA.
Only the trainee can start the ITA process.
Note that all forms containing feedback
(WBAs and ITAs) must be checked and
signed off by the trainee after the
supervisor completes them.

HELP OPTIONS
1. The right-hand Help sidebar
2. email your DOT
3. intrainhelp@anzcp.org for trickier questions that aren't covered in the Help menu and FAQs or that your DOT
can't help with
PTO for tips about making all this work in the clinical workplace
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Tips for doing training tasks in the real world and then getting the form into Intrain:
Using draft paper versions of the forms for WBAs
In the real clinical environment it'll be rare that a supervisor will be able to fill in grades and feedback on the relevant
WBA form electronically on the spot. Mostly a clinical setting won’t allow, or be safe for that. Instead, there are simple
draft paper forms on the front page of the Auckland training website www.psychtraining.org that any trainee or
supervisor can use. The suggested "real" process for a WBA is thus:
1. Trainee sends their supervisor the relevant WBA form within Intrain.
2. Trainee prints off the relevant draft form and gives it to the supervisor just before starting the WBA. Don't rely on
the supervisor remembering to print one off themself – it's your training, so make sure they have one!
3. Supervisor jots draft notes, feedback and grades on it during the WBA.
4. Either then or soon after, the verbal feedback session happens, and the grades, narrative feedback fields and
"action plan" are finalised.
5. Supervisor then uses the draft form to complete the form within Intrain.
Draft ITA forms can also be printed off by a supervisor to do preliminary notes and grades before meeting with the
trainee to discuss the mid- or end-of-rotation ITA.
EPAs are a simple electronic sign-off form so no paper version is needed, as there's no feedback or grading.
WBAs done by non-accredited supervisors – like team psychologists for the Stage 2 psychotherapy EPAs:
Team psychologists doing a WBA with a trainee have to use a draft paper form as above (that trainee prints off for
them). Then trainee gives that paper form to their principal supervisor who'll have to enter the data into Intrain and
sign it off. Sorry – no way around this.
NB: psychologist/psychotherapist supervisors for the PWC (the long psychotherapy case) whether Hospital-based or
in private are accredited and have a college number now, so they can do the PWC Case Discussion forms with a
trainee directly in Intrain.

Workflows to get the eventual ITA form right, with the underlying forms visible in it: (SV=supervisor, Tr=trainee)
For an EPA (all this is done in Intrain):
SV completes WBA form → Tr gets form on their dash & finalises it →
SV completes WBA form → Tr gets form on their dash & finalises it →
SV completes WBA form → Tr gets form on their dash & finalises it →

SV signs off (entrusts) the EPA in Intrain
(all 3 WBAs show - SV can't sign it off until all 3 are there)

For an ITA (all this is done in Intrain):
SV completes the EPAs needed to pass the rotation, as above (2 for full-timers, 1 for a rotn less than 6 FTE months)
SV makes sure there's at least 1 OCA showing on page 1 of the ITA – can't pass the rotation without it
(but half-timers just need 1 per 6 FTE months of training)
SV then completes the rest of the ITA
NB: this means a SV can't do a last WBA/OCA with the trainee then all at once finish that WBA form, the last EPA and
the ITA in one Intrain session. Not unless the trainee is in the room with them, as after the SV completes the WBA(s),
the trainee has to finalise them, before the linked EPA or ITA can be completed. Getting this wrong can mean an OCA
done after the ITA was completed isn't on the eventual ITA form, which is a hassle and needs college staff
troubleshooting to fix.
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